Cloven Tongues Like As Of Fire

For over 30 yrs. This Saint/Scribe has heard folks say such statements as follows: I got a relationship with THE LORD/GOD! Why do I need TONGUES? You can’t understand what you’re saying anyway! It’s all just giberish! Besides, everybody that I know, even MY PASTOR, says SPEAKING IN TONGUES is of THE DEVIL!

These BLASPHEMOUS STATEMENTS are found to come from either the ignorant/unlearned, the stubborn/rebellious, the downright wicked, and of course, the false prophets. All WATCHMEN/POSSESSORS/MEN OF THE TRUTH should pray, that in many instances, it is just plain ignorance, especially if they perceive that the person’s heart, contrary to what was said (possible parroting involved), appears to truly desire SAINTHOOD YAH’S WAY. If We/Saints study to show Ourselves Approved before Our Maker, as We are commanded to do, We would find that such statements are of disgrace/despite toward THE KINGDOM COME OF YAH AND HIS SHOWERED BLESSINGS/RAINS UPON HIS PEOPLE. Such statements dishonor THE POTTER’S WORD, yea, even YAH HIMSELF/THE PROMISE OF THE FATHER. To sum it up, these horrid statements, if not yet thought of as BLASHEMY BY THE POPULACE, they are ASSUREDLY/DEFINITIVELY BLASPHEMOUS and endanger their speaker of having the future ability to BE BORN-ANEW according to THE WORD OF YAH. “For he who blasphemes THE HOLY GHOST/THE WORKS THEREOF?, it will not be forgiven in this world, nor in the world to come”. *Matt. 12:31-32. NO WONDER it is, that many people who utter SUCH UNHOLY WORDS/STATEMENTS never seem (as having been observed) to get TRULY BORN-AGAIN IN ACCORDANCE TO THE COMMANDMENT OF THE SCRIPTURES! Jno. 3:1-8.
THE WORD OF YAH commands us to BE BORN-ANEW! Jno. 3:3. You must BE BORN OF WATER AND OF THE SPIRIT OR YOU CAN’T GET INTO THE KINGDOM OF YAH! Jno. 3:5, Jno. 1:12 (KJV), Acts 1:8, 2:33,*38,39,40. THERE IS NO OPTION! *Jno. 3:5, *Matt. 3:11. Within Tongue Speaking lies THE POWER OF LIFE AND DEATH. Prov. 18:21. Before being Born-Again most of us ignorantly uttered damnable/cutting, infirm, and even murderous words either upon ourselves or others because we had/possessed NO PURELY RIGHTOUS CONTROL/INSTINCT over what we said! See Jas.3:2-18.

Let us briefly look at why we need A NEW TONGUE or GET A NEW TONGUE WHEN YAH GIVES US A NEW SPIRIT BY THE NEW BIRTH! Rom. 8:14-16. Bro./Shaliach James says that, albeit the Tongue is a little member, it is a Fire, a world of Iniquity, it can defile the whole body, can set on Fire the course of nature and it is set on Fire of Hell! Jas. 3:6. The Tongue, he further says, CAN NO MAN TAME! It is an UNRULY EVIL, FULL OF DEADLY POISON! Jas. 3:8-18. Given this knowledge, why would anyone, who professes to know YAH, think/believe that YAH wants to/would give ETERNAL LIFE/TONGUEMANSHIP TO ANY PERSON WHO CAN’T OR DOESN’T WANT TO HAVE/POSSESS HIS/YAH’S POWER TO CONTROL HIS OR HER TONGUE/THE WORDS OF THEIR MOUTH---YES, THOSE WHO ARE SUPPOSE TO REPRESENT HIM/HIS SON ON EARTH? Who, I say, in their RIGHT MIND/A RIGHT SPIRIT (CONFESSING THE FAITH OF YAHUSHUA-Rev. 14:12), WOULD DARE FIGHT THE WILL/DELIBERATELY PREVENT, THE BLESSING, THE RAIN/SHOWERED BLESSINGS (Yoel 2:23), YEA, THE GIFT/PROMISE OF YAH HIMSELF (Acts 2:39, 1Cor. 14:2), THE SPIRIT OF MESSIAH (Rom. 8:9,10,11), YEA, THE ENTRANCE OF THE HOLY ONE OF YISRAEL INTO THEIR VESSEL (Jno. 1:12-KJV), YEA, THE NEW BIRTH FROM ABOVE WITH IT’S NEW TONGUE WITNESS. Acts 2:1-4, Rom. 8:15,*16-33.
MY PRAYER
Holy Father, IN THE NAME OF YAHUSHUA, anoint this Inquiring Peoples/These Student Seekers of The Truth with ears to hear, eyes to see, and hearts to receive YOUR ENGRAFTED WORD WITH MEEKNESS concerning this MOST IMPORTANT MATTER (THIS SUPERNATURAL SPEAKING IN AN UNKNOWN TONGUE/OTHER TONGUES) as it affects THEIR SOUL SALVATION. For this, I thank you, IN THE SACRED NAME OF YOUR DEAR SON, YAHUSHUA. HALLE-LU-YAH!

PROPHECY CONCERNING TONGUES
Isayahu 28:11-12 saith, “For with STAMMERING LIPS and ANOTHER TONGUE WILL HE speak to this people. To whom HE said, This is THE REST wherewith YE may cause the weary TO REST; and this is THE REFRESHING: yet they WOULD NOT HEAR”.

Is it not like this today?

Acts 3:19 saith, “Repent ye therefore, and be converted (LET YOUR HEART BE UNSTONED), that your sins may be BLOTTED OUT, when THE TIMES OF REFRESHING (RENEWAL) SHALL COME FROM THE PRESENCE OF YAHUSHUA”.

Why would MY PEOPLE TO BE/MY PEOPLE not want MY PROVISION OF REST AND REFRESHING SAITH YAHUWAH?

1Cor. 14:21 saith, “In the Law It Is Written, With men of OTHER TONGUES AND OTHER LIPS WILL I speak unto this people; and yet for all that will they NOT HEAR ME, saith YAH”.
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Again, is it not like this today?

Yahushua saith in Matt. 11:28-29, “Come unto ME, all ye that labour and are heavily laden, and I WILL give you REST. Take MY YOKE upon you and learn of ME; for I AM meek and lowly in heart: and ye shall find REST for YOUR SOULS. For MY YOKE is easy and MY BURDEN is LIGHT”.

Why are MY PEOPLE still rejecting MY REST?

Is it not written in THE BOOK OF YOEL, 2:28-29, “And it shall come to pass that I WILL POUR (RAIN) OUT MY SPIRIT upon all flesh; and your sons and daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions: And also upon the servants and upon the handmaids in those days WILL I POUR (RAIN) OUT MY SPIRIT”.

Why are MY PEOPLE STILL REJECTING MY FORMER RAIN? Yoel 2:23. And when I CAUSE to come down FOR YOU THE FORMER RAIN AND THE LATTER RAIN (DOUBLE PORTION OF THE HOLY GHOST), WILT THOU STILL Deny and Reject THE REST/THE REFRESHING THAT I HAVE PREPARED FOR THEE, O YISRAEL?

Doth not THE BOOK OF EZEKIEL, 36:26-27 saith, “A NEW HEART (A NEW SPIRIT/THE OLD OUT AND A NEW PUT IN) also WILL I GIVE YOU, and A NEW SPIRIT (MY SPIRIT/THE HOLY GHOST) WILL I PUT WITHIN YOU: and I WILL TAKE AWAY THE STONY HEART (THE OLD ONE) OUT OF YOUR FLESH, and I WILL GIVE YOU AN HEART OF FLESH (HUMBLE AND OBEDIENT) WITH MY WRITING THEREIN (POSSESSING MY KIND OF LOVE FROM ABOVE, MY LAWS, YEA, MY STATUTES, MY JUDGMENTS, MY SPIRITS OF MEEKNESS, LONGSUFFERING, HUMILITY, TENDERNESS, UNSELFISHNESS, AND HONESTY). And I WILL PUT MY SPIRIT (THE HOLY GHOST) WITHIN YOU
Art thou now beginning to HEAR ME, O YISRAEL?

“And when THE DAY/SHABBAT OF PENTECOST WAS FULLY COME, they were all with ONE ACCORD in one place. And suddenly there came a sound from heaven as of a RUSHING MIGHTY WIND, and IT FILLED all the house where they were sitting. And there appeared unto them “CLOVEN TONGUES LIKE AS OF FIRE”, and IT sat upon each of them. And “THEY WERE ALL FILLED” “WITH THE HOLY GHOST”, AND “BEGAN (THEY BEGAN) TO SPEAK WITH OTHER TONGUES (OTHER LANGUAGES)”, AS THE SPIRIT GAVE THEM UTTERANCE (WHAT TO SAY)”. Acts 2:1-4.


Matt. 3:11 relates that Bro. Yahchannon states/prophesied, “I indeed baptize you with WATER UNTO REPENTANCE: but HE THAT SHALL COME AFTER ME (YAHUSHUA) IS MIGHTIER than I: “HE SHALL BAPTIZE YOU WITH THE HOLY GHOST, AND WITH FIRE”.

9:6) IN YOU, THE SPIRIT OF TRUTH IN YOU-Jno. 14:16-17, 
YEAA, THE COMFORTER IN YOU-Jno. 15:26). *THIS IS “THE 
REST AND REFRESHING” AND *THIS IS “THE RAIN OF 
BLESSING FROM HEAVEN” THAT YAHUWAH HAS 
PROMISED TO HIS PEOPLE ONLY (IT IS PORTIONS OF HIM 
{HIS SPIRIT} GIVEN/SHARED ONLY WITH HIS PEOPLE)! 
ENOUGH, HE ALSO GIVES IT TO THE REBELLIOUS 
(SOME) THAT HE MIGHT DWELL AMONG THEM!? *See Ps. 
68:18. *See also Matt. 7:20-23.

Is it not written at 1Cor. 14:2, “For he that SPEAKETH IN AN 
UNKNOWN TONGUE speaketh not unto men, BUT UNTO 
YAHUWAH; for no man understandeth him; howbeit IN THE 
SPIRIT he SPEAKETH MYSTERIES!”

Don’t thou knowest, O Yisrael, that “YAHUWAH IS SPIRIT” and 
“THEY” (*THE TRUE WORSHIPPERS*) THAT WORSHIP 
HIM “MUST” “WORSHIP HIM IN SPIRIT” (THE SPIRIT/THE 
HOLY GHOST/THE UNKNOWN TONGUE-Jno. 1:23-24,*See 
Jude 1:20*) “AND IN TRUTH” (THE TRUTH/THE SPIRIT OF 
TRUTH-Jno. 14:16-17). THERE IS NO OPTION! For “WE are 
THE CIRCUMCISION” WHICH WORSHIP YAH “IN THE 
SPIRIT” (THE UNKNOWN 
{SUPERNATURAL}TONGUE/TONGUES-Jude 1:20) AND 
REJOICE IN MESSIAH YAHUSHUA, AND HAVE NO 
CONFIDENCE IN THE FLESH (HOW OUR FLESH/OUR 
MIND THINKS WE OUGHT TO PRAY). See Phil. 3:3, Rom. 
8:26-27. Bro./Shaliach Shaul saith, “For if I PRAY IN AN 
UNKNOWN TONGUE, MY SPIRIT PRAYETH, BUT MY 
UNDERSTANDING IS UNFRUITFUL. WHAT IS IT THEN/SO 
WHAT SHALL I DO? I WILL PRAY “WITH THE 
SPIRIT/HOLY GHOST” (IN THE UNKNOWN 
TONGUE/LANGUAGE FOR A TIME), AND I WILL PRAY 
WITH THE UNDERSTANDING ALSO (MY NATIVE 
TONGUE/LANGUAGE FOR A TIME): I WILL SING “WITH
THE SPIRIT” (IN THE UNKNOWN TONGUE), AND I WILL SING WITH THE UNDERSTANDING ALSO (IN MY NATIVE TONGUE). 1Cor. 14:14-15. *Be advised that he that prayeth in any unknown tongue/language (Whether the language is not known to the speaker or to interpreters {1Cor. 12:10} in the Assemblika), can pray that he may be granted the ability from YAH to interpret the tongue spoken. 1Cor. 14:13.

Jno. 1:12, KJV, speaketh IN THIS MANNER: But as many AS “RECEIVED HIM” “TO THEM” gave HE “THE POWER” *“TO BECOME THE SONS OF YAH”, EVEN TO THEM THAT BELIEVE ON HIS NAME! *THIS POWER GIVEN REVEALS/IS THE/A SIGN THAT YOUR NAME IS WRITTEN IN HEAVEN! *See Luke 10:19-20, Mrk. 16:15-18.

Notably, Acts 1:8 saith: But YE SHALL “RECEIVE POWER” (THE POWER STATED ABOVE) after that/when THE HOLY GHOST IS COME UPON (UP ON YOU/SAT UPON YOU): AND “YE SHALL BE WITNESSES” UNTO ME both in YAHRUSHALIYIM, and in ALL YUDEA, in SAMARIA, and unto the UTTERMOST PART OF THE EARTH!


Yahushua saith in Jno. 4:14, “BUT WHOSOEVER DRINKETH” OF “THE WATER” THAT I SHALL GIVE HIM “SHALL NEVER THIRST”; BUT THE WATER THAT I SHALL GIVE HIM “SHALL BE IN HIM” “A WELL OF WATER”
“SPRINGING UP” “INTO EVERLASTING LIFE”. Yahushua continueth to say and is written in Jno. 7:38-39, “HE THAT BELIEVETH ON ME” “AS THE SCRIPTURE HATH SAID”, “OUT OF HIS BELLY” (THAT WELL OF WATER) “SHALL FLOW RIVERS OF LIVING WATER” (NEW TONGUE SPEAKING/SPIRITUAL WATER FLOWING OUT/DIVINE, SUPERNATURAL, SPIRITUAL, LIVING WORDS THAT ARE WRAPPED UP WITH YAH POWER, POSSESSING FOCUS/PURPOSE AND FAITH-FILLED ASSURED ACCOMPLISHMENT). BUT THIS “SPAKE HE” “OF THE SPIRIT” “WHICH THEY THAT BELIEVE” “*SHOULD RECEIVE*”.


ADMINISTRATIONS OF TONGUES

1. The UNKNOWN TONGUE is A HOLY LANGUAGE that “YAH GIVES SUPERNATURALLY” to each one of HIS CHILDREN at THE NEW BIRTH. It is distinguished from any Other Tongue because it is A PERSONAL, PRIVATE LANGUAGE between “ONLY” THE HOLY FATHER and the RECIPIENT/HIS CHILD! NO ONE ELSE, NOT EVEN THE DEVIL HIMSELF, CAN INTERPRET IT. THIS IS WHY IT IS CALLED “THE UNKNOWN TONGUE”. 1Cor. 14:2,14,15,16,13. THE BORN-AGAIN CHILD OF YAH “CAN EDIFY”/BRING TO A HIGH “HIMSELF/HERSELF” (“CHARGE THEIR BATTERIES UP”)/MEANING CAN INVIGORATE THEMSELVES, LIFT UP THEIR OWN SOUL/PERSO/EMOTIONS/THEIR COUNTENANCES AND BRING HOLY AND SUPERNATURAL JOY AND STRENGTH SPIRITUALLY TO THEMSELVES WHENEVER NEEDED, ESPECIALLY DURING TIMES OF SPIRITUAL WARFARE, GRIEF, ILLNESS/INFIRMITIES AND AFFLICTION! OFTEN TIMES, WE KNOW NOT HOW WE OUGHT TO PRAY WITH OUR OWN UNDERSTANDING MINDS/NATIVE LANGUAGE, TO BE PLEASING TO YAH, ABOUT SITUATIONS WE KNOW OR KNOW NOT. BUT WE, NOW HAVING THE SPIRIT OF YAHUWAH WITHIN OUR OWN BORN ANEW SPIRIT, CAN PRAY “IN THE SPIRIT” (THE HOLY GHOST) “ACCORDING TO THE WILL/THE PLEASING OF YAH”! WE CAN NOW INTERCEDE SUPERNATURALLY, NOT ONLY FOR OURSELVES, BUT OTHERS. IN SIMPLE, SAINTS, WE CAN NOW PRAY “PERFECT PRAYER”. Rom. 8:26-27, Jude 1:20, Eph. 6:18. BE ADVISED THAT AS A CHILD OF THE MOST HIGH YOU CAN NOW “SPEAK MYSTERIES”, PRAY FOR THE INTERPRETATION THEREOF, AND RECEIVE DIVINE REVELATION AS YAH WILLS. 1Cor. 14:13, 2Cor. 12:1-7. Conclusively,
when speaking in “THE UNKNOWN TONGUE”, THE WORDS GENERALLY FLOW AT A HIGH RATE OF SPEED!

2. THE GIFT OF TONGUES IS THE YAH GIVEN (SUPERNATURAL) ABILITY TO SPEAK “IN OTHER” “KNOWN LANGUAGES” (LANGUAGES KNOWN, SPOKEN, AND INTERPRETED BY OTHER ETHNIC GROUPS SOMEWHERE IN THE WORLD-Acts 2:1-11), ALTHOUGH THE INTERPRETATION THEREOF MAY NOT BE KNOWN BY THE SPEAKER. IT IS A MINISTERIAL/“MINISTRY GIFT” GIVEN TO A SAINT FOR “THE EDIFICATION OF THE BODY OF MESSIAH” (TO LIFT UP, TO BRING TO A HIGH WITH HOLY AND SUPERNATURAL JOY, THE CONGREGATION/ASSEMBLIKA OF YAHUSHUA)!


In Acts 8:5-19, when Simon, the sorcerer, converted at THE PREACHING OF PHILIP, “he (Simon) must have HEARD something unusual” as those in Samaria had received THE WORD OF YAH AND “THE GIFT OF HOLY GHOST”. I say unto you that Simon heard the same PHENOMENON that the circumcision
heard in Acts 10:43-46 and that devout men out of every nation heard in Acts 2:1-18. Thus, HE HEARD THEM SPEAK IN OTHER TONGUES!!!

O YISRAEL, ART THOU NOW BEGINNING TO HEAR ME, SAITH YAHUWAH? 1Cor. 14:20,*21,*22.

In Acts 8:26-*39, as Philip preached YAHUSHUA (THE NEW BIRTH) TO THE ETHIOPIAN EUNUCH, THE HEARER/THE RECEIVER OF THE WORD OF LIFE/THE ETHIOPIAN WAS BAPTIZED IN “WATER AND THE SPIRIT”. Well how do we know that when he was BAPTIZED WITH “THE SPIRIT OF YAH” (THE HOLY GHOST), THAT HE SPOKE IN OTHER TONGUES? BECAUSE SOMETHING UNUSUAL, OUT OF THE ORDINARY, HAPPENED TO HIM WHEN THE GHOST OF YAH CAME UPON HIM AS HE TOOK PHILIP AWAY. HE must have had a WONDERFUL ECSTATIC EXPERIENCE!!! THE SCRIPTURE (Acts 8:39) SAYS, he went on his way “REJOICING”. HE WAS EDIFIED, LIFTED UP WHEN HE SPOKE IN ANOTHER TONGUE/TONGUES!!!! Remember 1Cor. 14:4,15?

In Acts 9:15-18, Ananias put “HIS HANDS” upon Shaul. Shaul was not only healed/blind eyes NOW opened to THE TRUTH but was ALSO filled with THE HOLY GHOST (BAPTIZED IN THE SPIRIT) AND WAS BAPTIZED IN WATER!!! But A GAINSAYER WOULD UTTER it does not say that he spoke in OTHER TONGUES? GO IMMEDIATELY TO 1Cor. 14:18, where Shaul thanks Yahuwah-that “he” “SPEAKS IN TONGUES” more than YE ALL!!!

O YISRAEL, AND THOSE THAT WOULD JOIN IN THIS COMMONWEALTH OF YAH’S LOVE, THOU SHOULDEST BE SHOUTING HALLELUYAH ALMOST CONTINUALLY BY NOW, SAITH THE Scribe!


*TO WHOSOEVER WILL*, if thou sayest that thou believeth ON MESSIAH YAHUSHUA, then please TAKE/PAY HEED to

I HEAR A VOICE SAYING UNTO ME, O YISRAEL, HEARKEN THOU UNTO THE WORDS OF MY SPIRIT AND THOU SHALT SURELY LIVE! [REAP ETERNAL LIFE]!!! GET YE SEALED UNTIL THE DAY OF REDEMPTION.

*******LUKE 11:9-13*


HOW DOETH ONE RECEIVE THIS WONDERFUL GIFT OF THE HOLY GHOST?


**EPILOGUE**


*BELIEVERS, MEDITATE ON THIS: DOTH NOT YAHUWAH SPEAKETH WITH STAMMERING LIPS AND TONGUES OF OTHER MEN? Isayahu 28:11, 1Cor. 14:21. DOTH NOT

TO THE INQUIRER, MICHAHAYSAYS, IF THOU WILL HEARKEN UNTO THE BELOVED VOICE/THE TRUTH OF THE WORDS SPOKEN IN THIS WRITING, I SAY MAY YAH’S PEACE BE ASSUREDLY UPON THEE! FOR THIS WHOLE IMPORTANT MATTER SHOULD NOW BE “AT REST” WITH THE TRUE PEOPLE OF THE NAME YAHUSHUA!!!